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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
·.Time domain electromagnetic (TDEM) soundings were used to assist in the 
ground water evaluation of approximately 50 square miles of property near' 
Waikoloa Village. 
The results of the TDEM survey show: 
1. Depth to saline water is highly variable over the study area. 
2. Three areas were identified which show high potential for significant 
fresh water reserves at relatively low elevation. These areas include 
the area where w ells are currently being pumped and drilled (near soun­
dings 2. 30. 1 and 5). areas neat soundings 33, 34, and 31. and near 
soundings 6, 23 and 24. 
3. Over most of the study area at elevations above 1,800 ft the depth to 
saline water was not detectable within the limits of exploration of the 
TDEM system (approximately 3,600 ft). Thus, large quantities of fresh 
water ate expected to exist at these elevations, but drilling depth to 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
·This report co.ntains the results of time domain electromagnetic (TDEM) sur-· 
veys accomplished near Waikoloa Village on the Island of Hawaii. The TDEM sur­
vey was accomplished during the time period from November 30, 1988 to 
December 9, 1�88. 
The purpose of the TDEM survey was to assist in the ground water resource 
evaluat1on of approx1mately 50 square mi1es of land. A site location map 
show1ng the approximate boundaries of the study area is given in Figure 2-1. 
The specific exploration obj�ctives for the geophysical survey can be 
understood from the schematic hydrogeologic cross section shown in Figure 2-2. 
For much of the island of Hawaii, ground water is contained in the basal mode, 
i.e., resting nearly at sea level. This is mainly due to the fact that the 
volcanic rocks which comprise the island allow rainwater to percolate w1th 
little impedance directly downward through the island mass.· The fresh water is 
assumed to float upon salt water which has encroached from the .ocean. Lateral 
flow of fresh water towards the ocean causes the fresh water lens to be thinner 
towards the ocean. The Ghyben-Herzberg principle states that under conditions 
of static equilibrium, for every foot of fresh water above sea level, 40ft of 
fresh water below sea level will exist. 
The transition from fresh wat.er to sea water is generally quite sharp. For 
example, studies at Laura Island at the western edye of Majuro Atoll in the 
Republic of the Marshall Islands indicated a transition zone thickn�ss (vertical 
distance between the 300 to 18,000 mg/1 isochlor) of 5 to 7 meters (Kauahikaua, 
1987). Further inland, dikes of impermeable rocks can provide a barrier to 
ground water flow, resulting in high-level ground water, and discontinuities in 
hydraulic gradients. 
The main objective of the geophysical survey was to determine elevation and 
thickness of the lens of fresh water floating on saline water. Because the 
electrical resistiv i ty of formations is highly dependent upon the salinity of 
ground water, an electrical surface geophysical technique was chosen to map the 
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Previous geophysical surveys by Zhody (1969) and KauahikaiJa (1983) on the 
Is 1 and of Hawaii using direct-current Schl umberger soundi i'lgs, show 1 arge 
resistivity contrasts between vol carli c rocks saturated with fresh water and 
saline water. The specific electromagnetic technique selected was the fOEM 
method becatjse of its better lateral and vertical resolution, compared to other 
electrical and electromagnetic techniques. 
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3.0 LOGISTICS ANP DATA ACQUISITION 
For the TDEM· soundings, measurements were made- in the center of square no.n­
grounded transmitter loops. The size of the transmitter loops varied from 
125 ft by 125 ft to 1,500 ft by 1,500 ft, depending upon the required explora­
tion depth. The map showing the locations of the TDEM soundings is given in 
Figure 2-1. The transient system used for the survey was the Geonics EM-37, the 
specifications of which are given in Appendix B. The crew consisted of four 
personnel, one project geophysicist, one staff geophysictst, and two local field 
helpers. T�o 4-wheel drive jeeps were used to transport the equipment. 
Because the transient equipment is not easily portable, the sounding loca .. 
t·ions were position�d along highways, jeep roads and trails. Fill-in soundings 
on the 1 ast day of the survey were accompli shed using helicopter support. A 
daily log of field activities is given in Table 3-1. 
The data acquired at each station was stored in the field on a solid state 
data logger and subsequently dumped to a Compaq 386/20 microcomputer each 
evening for processing. The data acquired at each station usually consisted of 
measurements at several different receiver gain settings, and transmitter base 
frequencies in order to assure data quality and obtain data over the largest 
time range possible. Data quality was generally very good. Only one so�nd1ng 
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Table 3-1. Da11y Log of Act1v1t1es 
Activity 
Mobilization from Denver, CO 








(Page 1 of 2) 
Production - Loop Size 
Sounding OOlWOOlN (5001 x 500 1 ) 
iOOO I X 1000 I 
00 l\tl002N and 00 1W003N (1,000 ft 
offset) 
S00 1 X 500 l 
00 lWOO lN (repeat) 
001W004N (500 1 offset from OOlN) 
iOO.O I . X 1000 I. 
OOlWOOSN and 001W006N 
iOOO I X 1000 I 
001W007N, OOlWOOSN (500 1 offset 
from 007N) and 001W009N 
!)QQ 1 X 5001 
OOlWOlON 
i251 X 1251 
OOlWOllN 
1000 1 X 1000 1_ 
001W012N, 001W013N, 001W014N and 
001W015N 
iooo I x iooo • 
001W016N, 001W017N, · 001W018N and 
001W019N 
iOOO � X 1000 I 
001W020N 
1500' xlSOO' 
001W021N :and 001W022N 
1000 _I X 1000 I 
001W023N and 001W024N 
1500 I X 1500 I 






































(He H copter Support) 
Demobilization 
Demobilization 
10 Field Days 
(Page 2 of 2) 
Production - Loop Size 
10(}0 1 ,X 1000 I 
001W027N and 001W028N 
S00 1 X 5001 
OOlW0?9N 
iooo I x 1000 ' 
001W030N, 001W031N and 001W032N 
1000 I X 1000 I 
001W033N, 001W034N and 001W035N 
1 - 125i x 125' sounding 
4 - 500 I x 500 I soundings 
26- 10001 x 1000' soundings 



























4.0 DATA PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION 
4.1 GENERAL 
All data taken in the field were transformed into apparent resistivity and 
interpreted using an Automatic Ridge Regression Transient Inversion (ARRTI) 
routine on a Compaq 386/20. The results of the transient inversion from a typi­
cal station (1W11N) are shown on Figures 4-1 and 4-2. Figure 4-l shows the 
experimentally measured apparent resistivity data superimposed upon the computed 
behavior (solid 1 i ne) of subsurface resistivity layering that best matches the 
observed data. The resistivity layering of the best match is shown on the 
right. Figure 4-2 lists gate number, time, measured data, computed valyes and 
errors for each tin�e gate, as well as overall RMS error. In this example, the 
layer with a resis�ivity of 2.87 ohm-m represents saline water. 
Model parameters which are given as input to the inversion program include 
·number of layers and initial values of resistivity. The program then adjusts 
these parameters 1n order to max1m1ze the fit between the experimental data and 
the computed behavior of the model. The program does not change the number of 
layers, but allows all other parameters to float freely unless they are held 
fixed. For all calculations a one-dimensional (horizontally 1 ayered) model 1 s 
assumed. 
4.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF GEOELECTRIC SECTlON AT WAIJ<OLOA 
The normal bydrogeologic section at Waikoloa consists of a three-layer 
section, i.e., an upper unsaturated volcanic zone, a fresh water saturated 
volcanic z�ne, and a saline saturated volcanic zone. The transition zone bet­
ween fresh and saline saturated volcanics can probably be neglected or combined 
with the saline saturated volcanics in most cases due to its relatively small 
thickness compared to the other layers. 
In ternis of geoelectric layers this hydrogeologic section is a two-layer 
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Table 4-1. Geoelectric Layers and Corresponding Hydrogeologic Units. 
Geoelectric Unit 
Highly Resistive 
(600 to 6,000 ohm-m) 
Highly Conductive 
(2 to 10 ohm-m) 
Hydrogeologic Unit 
Unsaturated volcanics 
fresh water saturated volcanics 
Transition zone 
saline saturated volcanics 
In Figure 4-3 a suite of computed model curves for a two-layer section with 
a conductive basement layer is given. An explanation of the variables is also 
given on this figure. For a particular section, the horizontal axis is related 
to the time range of measurement, and the vertical axis is related to the 
measured apparent resiStivity. The index of the curves is the ratio P-2.' P1 • 
The important observations that c�m be made from this su"tte of curves are: 
1. Where P2t P1 is 1/60 or less ( P1 is more than 60 times P2 ) the 
descending branches of the curves are parallel over a large range of 
time (t1th1 ). 
2. In order to resolve P2 (for sect1ons with P2t P1 - 1/60 or 1ess) 
measurements must be made to values ofT1th1 in excess of 100, i.e., 
late enough in time for the curve to assymptotically approach P2 • 
The apparent resistivity curves on Fi gore 4-3 are calculated for a broad 
time range of measurement. The typical time range of measurement for the TDEM 
survey at Waikoloa with the EM-37 is shown on the figure. This time range does 
not allow resolution of P2 for cases where P2tP 1 = 1/60 or less, and measurement 
later in time would require a large _additional effort (increasing transmitter 
loop size). Furthermore, 1t can be shown that variations in the value of p2 do 
not have a major influence on the accuracy of deriving hr as long as 
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It has been shown that depth to a conductive basement for the geoelectric 
section in the Waikoloa area for points on the right-hand descending branch of 





1/9 (./21rt) 10/9 
!.36 r 119 
where HKM is depth to basement in kilometers 
PT is resistivity value at some point on the des cendi ng branch 
t is corresponding time of PT 
P 8  ;s resistivity of basement, and 
r is transmitter loop radius in kilometers. 
It can be seen from the above equation that errors in determining the base­
ment resistivity (saline water) have only a slight effect on the accuracy of 
determining H. For example, a one hundred percent error in determining 
P8 results in only a seven percent error in deter'min1ng H. 
To illustrate this re.lation on data from the survey area, the apparent 
resistivity curve for 1W28N is given in Figure 4-4. In this figure the resisti­
vity of the basement layer was held fixed at 2.8 ohm-m. In Figure 4-5 the 
resistivities of both layers and the thickness of the first layer were allowed 
to float in the inversion. The difference between the thickness of the f1rst 
layer (depth to saline water) between these two models is less than four per• 
cent, whfle the res istivi ty of the basement layer has changed by nearly fifty 
percent. 
In Figure 4-6 forward model curves for the two-layer case typical Of the 
Waikoloa area are given. The parameter varied in these curves is h1 , or depth 
to saline water. For these calculations a 1,000 ft by 1,000 ft transmitter is 
used as the source, and the curves are shown over the typical time range of 
measurement of the EM-37. This figure illustrates that changes in depth to 
basement (saline water) results in large measureable changes in the apparent 
































For the Waikoloa TDEM survey the value used for the resistivity of saline 
saturated volcanics was determined experimentally at sounding lWllN (see 
Fig. 2-1). This sounding was 1 ocated close to the ocean so that the depth to 
the saline saturated volcanics would be minimized. The value determined from­
this sounding for saline saturated volcanics is 2.8 ohm-m (Fig. 4-1). 
The resistivity of the unsaturated volcanics and fresh water saturated 
volcanics was typically 600 to 6,000 ohm-m as determined from the inversion 
results. This resistivity range is consistent with Direct Current Resistivity 
measurements made by Zhody and Jackson (1969). 
Thus, for the interpretation of the TDEM data, a fixed value of 2.8 ohm•m 
was used for the saline saturated volcanics (basement 1 ayer} and the other model 
parameters were allowed to float in the inversion. In all interpretations, the 
minimum number of layers required to fit the data was used. Typically, a good 
fit to the data was derived from a two-layer model. In som� cases three layers 
were necessary to accurately fit the data. For soundings which did not display 
a steep descending branch in the apparent resistivity curve, the saline 
saturated volcanics are beyond the effective exploration depth. 
TDEM soundings at higher elevations and in areas where the saline water was 
expected to be deep were read with larger transmitter loop sizes . In Figures 
4-7 and 4-8 forward model calculations are given for 1,000 ft and 1,500 ft 
transmitter loops for the typical geoelectric section observed in the Waikoloa 
area. In both figures the thickness of the first layer is varied. The model 
curves have been terminated at the expected minimum detectable signal. 
To determine depth to the cond1,1ct i ve saline 1 ayer some data need to be 
call ected on the right-descending branch. Figure 4-7 shows that at a depth Of 
1,200 m (about 3,600 ft}, no data are expected to be observed on the descending 
branch. Similarly . from Figure 4-8 effective exploration depth with 1,500 ft by 
1,500 ft transmitter loops is expected to be_ about 1,400 m (about 4,200 ft). 
Thus. for soundings for which no data were recorded on the right-descending 
branch, the saline water interface is expected to be at a minimum depth of 
3,600 ft below the surface. Depth to saline water at these soundings is indi­
cated by NO (not determined). 
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In Figure 5-l a contour niap showing the elevation of the 2.8 ohm-m inter­
face from the TDEM inversions is given. Stations where the saline layer was not 
evMent in the data or was beyond effective exploration depths are 1 abel ed with 
''NO". Inversion results for all data are given in the attachment to this 
report. 
S1gn1f1cant depress1ons in the elevation of the 2.8 6hm-m intetface 6cc�rs 
at three areas in the Waikoloa study area, these are (1) near soundings 2, 30, l 
and 5, (2) near soundings 33, 34 and 31, and (3) near soundings 6, 23 and 24. 
Using the Ghyben-Hertzberg relationship, si gnificant fresh water reserves are 
·inferred in these areas. 
Hydrogeo 1 ogi c cross sections drawn through three sections A-A' , A-B' , and 
C-C' (see Fig. 2-1) are given in Figure 5-2. cross section A-A' shows that in 
the vicinity of the exiSting wells an increase in the thfck·ness of fresh water 
is interpreted from the TDEM data. In contrast, along section A-81 no signifi­
cant thickening of the fresh water lens occurs towards the east (towards higher 
elevation). Cross section c-c• illustrates another potential drilling target 
for significant fresh water reserves. This cross section is similar to that of 
A-A',. i.e •• a thickening of the fresh water lens is interpreted with increasing 
distance upslope (to the east). The elevation above sea level of the fresh 
water is indicated on the sections for each sounding. It is important to note 
that this interface (top of fresh water) is not directly interpreted from the 
TDEM data, rather it was back-calculated using the Ghyben-Hertzberg rela­
tionship. 
Areas where the s�line water ioterface was beyond the depth ·Of exploration 
(i.e., soundings denoted by "NO") would appear to indicate large fresh water 
reserves. Most of these areas, however, are at higher elevations and would 
require drilling to a significant depth to produce (see Fig. 5-l). 
In Figure 5-3 a contour map of the ratio of the calculated fresh water lens 
thickness and the depth to the top of the fresh water is given. This map gives 
an indication of drilling depth (and pumping expense) for a given volume of 
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can l;>e determined from other hydrogeologic information (i.e., pump tests, 
historical well information, etc.) than a minimum ratio value X/Y can be used to 
help ·decide on future drill sites. Figure 5-3 shows that the area of the 
existing drill holes (soundings 2. 30, 1 and 5) has a high ratio of X/Y at a 
relatively low elevation, indicating an area with good fresh water reserves at a 
minimum drilHng depth. A similar situation .exish nea.r soundings 33 and 34. 
Although soundings 6, 23 and 24 show a relatively thick fresh water lens, the 
ratio of X/Y for these soundings is relatively low because of the higher eleva­
tions near these soundings. 
Two areas in the Waikoloa survey area display somewhat anomalous behavior 
in computed depth to saline water (Fig. 5-1). These areas (near sounding 20 and 
soundings 21 and 16) are anomolous because they show depth to saline water to be 
shallower than anticipated for their elevation. Additional soundings near these 
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6.0 ·coNCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A total of thirty-five TDEM soundings were accomplished within the Waikoloa 
Vill�ge study area. The interpretation of the TOEM data (Figures 5-l through 
5•3) show that the depth to saline water is quite, variable over the study area. 
The thickness of the fresh water lens can be interred from the elevation of the 
saline water derived from TDEM soundings by applying the Ghyben-Herzberg rela­
tionship. Three potential areas for significant fresh water reserves at relati-
vely low ele.vation were mapped. These areas inc1u4e the area where wells are 
currently being pumped and drilled (near soundings 2, 30, 1 and 5), areas near 
sou·ndiQgs 33, 34 and 31, and near soundings 6, 23_ and 24. Contours of the ratio 
of calculated fresh water reserves and depth to these reserves should be of 
value in selecting future drilling sites. 
Over much of the study area above 1,800 ft elevation, the depth to the 
sa 1 in e water was not de�ectab 1 e within the 1 imi t s of expl oration of the TDEM · 
system. This infers that significant fresh water reserves exist in these areas; 
but because of the increase in elevation, the economics of drilling and pumping 
these reserves must be weighed. Depth of exploration with the Geonics EM-37 for 
1,000 ft by 1,000 ft and 1,-500 ft by 1,500 ft transmitter loops in the Waikoloa 
area is about 1 �200 II). The accuracy of determining depth to saline water was 
calculated to be about + 5%. 
The contour map showing the depth to saline water (Fig. 5-l) is based on a 
limited amount of data. Station spacing over the main area of interest is on 
the order of 4,000 to 5,000 ft. Additional soundings around anomalous areas or 
areas of interest may improve the reliabili ty of the contour map results • .  
�� . q,1/ D 
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1 .07E+Ol -0.871. 
9.44E+OO 0.527 
8.33E+OO (). /68 
7.50E+OO 1.846 
















P: 19. X: 0. 'r': 19. DL: 38. REQ: Zl. CF: 1.0000 
TDHZ ARRAY, 
WAIKOLOA 
20 DATA POINTS, RAJ'IIP: 35.0 t'I CROSEC, [l�)H-1: lWl Hl 
NEAR OCEAN 
RMS LOG ERROR: 7.86£�03, ANTILOG YIELDS 
LATE TIME PARAME1ERS • 
* BLACKHAWK GEOSCIENCES, HlC. 
�ARAMtl�H RESOLUTION MATRIX� 
"F" MEANS FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0.02 
p 2 -0.04 0.19 
T 1 -0.01 0.16 0.37 
p 1 p ? T 1 
l. 8258 t 
* 
. ' ' 
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% ERROR: 5 . 54 
CALIBRATION: 1 -4 
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% ERROR: 8. 91 
CALIBRATION: 1 
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% ERROR: 3 . 56 
CALIBRATION: 1 
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-- __ _I 
100 � I iliiilli I i iiliilt I i lllilli 1 l I to .. i iii % ERROR: 10.9 
CALIBRATION: 1 





























MODEL: 2 LAYERS 
RESISTIVITY THICKNESS ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE (S) 
(OHM-M) (M) ( M) (FEET) LAYER 
579.1 1900.0 
603.65 597.0 -17.9 -58.6 1.0 
2.80 
TIMES DATA QALC % ERROR STD ERR 
1 8.81E-04 1. 21E+03 1.17E+03 3.801 
2 1.10E-03 9.42E+02 9.85E+02 -4.378 
3 1.41E-03 6.93E+02 7.47E+02 -7.161 
4 1.80E-03 5.45E+02 5.791!:+02 -5.889 
5 2. 22E--03 4.30E+02 4.54E+02 -5.302 
6 2.85E-03 3.40E+02 3.41E+02 -0.364 
7 3.60E'-03 2.76E+02 2.62E+02 5.367 
8 4.49E-03 2.37E+02 2.06E+02 15.142 
R: 152. X: 0. Y: 152. DL: 305. REQ: 169. CF: 1.0000 
TOTAL 
1.0 
TDHZ ARRAY, 8 DATA POINTS, RAMP: 205.0 MICROSEd, DATA: 1W16NS 
WAIKOLOA. 
1000 FT LOOP 
RMS LOG ERROR: 4.50E-02, ANT:ILOG YIELDS 10.9206 % 




p 1 1. 00 
F 2 0.00 
T 1 0.00 
p 1 





F 2 T 1 
* 
- - - - · - -: :- - - - - - - -· - - - - ·-









































% ERROR: 6 .. 16 
CALIBRATION: 1 -5 
10 1 0 0 . 00 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 OFFSET: 152 . M RAMP: 205.0 



























MODEL: 3 L.AYERS 
RESISTIVITY THICKNESS ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE (S) 
(OHM-M) (M) (M) (FEET) LAYER TOTAL 
670.6 2200.0 
249.63 63.6 606.9 1991.2 0.3 o . 3 
39857.44 622.6 -15 . 7 -51.4 0.0 0.3 
254.92 
TIMES DATA CALC % ERROR STD ERR 
1 8.90E-05 1.58E+03 1.74E+03 -8.693 
2 1.lOE-04 1.69E+03 1.76E+03 -4.128 
3 1.4()E-04 1.83E+03 1.82E+03 0.761 
4 1.77E-04 1.96E+03 1.85E+03 5.971 
5 2.20E-04 2.09E+03 1.95E+03 7.093 
6 2.80E-04 2.12E+03 2.00E+03 6.020 
7 3.55E;-04 2.08E+03 1.98E+03 4.936 
8 4.43E-04 1.98E+03 1.97E+03 0.466 
9 5.64E-04 1. 75E+03 1.77E+03 -0.743 
10 7.13E-04 1.58E+03 1. 55E+03 2.215 
11 8.81E-04 1. 38E+.03 1.42E+03 -2.615 
12 1.10E-03 1. 25E+03 1. 271!:+03 -1.875 
13 1.41E-03 1.06E+03 1.03E+03 2.628 
14 1.80E-03 9.95E+02 9.74E+02 2.232 
15 2.22E-03 8.31E+02 8.42E+02 -1.384 
16 2.85E�03 7.34E+02 7,34E+02 -:0.005 
17 3.60E-03 6.87E+02 6.99E+02 -1.647 
18 4.49E-03 6.25E+02 6.02E+02 3.895 
R: 152, X: O. Y: 152. DL: 305. REQ: 169. CF: 1.0000 
TDHZ ARRAY, 18 DATA POINTS, RAMP: 205.0 MICROSEG, DATA: 1W17N 
WAIKOLOA 
1000 FT LOOP 
RMS LOG ERROR: 2.60E-02, ANTILOG YIELDS 6,1628 % 
LATE TIME PARAMETERS 
* :SLACKHAWK GEOSCIENCES, INC. * 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX:: 
"F'' MEANS FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 1.00 
p 2 0.00 0.10 
p 3 0.00 -0.02 0.99 
T 1 o.oo -0.04 o.oo 0.99 
T 2 o.oo 0.02 o.oo o.oo 1.00 






































1000 1 . . .. .. .  �. • �·.·:t .. ) , , .. ..... . j % ERROR: 11. 3 
CALIBRATION: 1 -5 
10 
-4 
10 0. 001 
TIME <SEC) 




























MO!)E:L: 2 LAYERS 
RESISTIVITY THICKNESS ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE 
<OHM-1"1> (1'1) <M> 
765.12) 
619.75 542.5 222.5 
2.80 
TIMES DAH� CALC 
1 8.912JE-!ll5 1 .53E+03 1.78E+03 
2 1. 10E-1Zl4 1.57E+03 1.63E+IZJ3 
3 1 • LJ.QJE::-04 1.591:::+03 1. 516>4-03 
4 1. 77E-·1214 1.55E+03 1.44E+03 
5 2.2121E-04 1.52E+I2l3 1.42E·I-1213 
6 2 .. 80E-IZJ4 1 • "�6E -+·03 1.42E+03 
�7 3. 55E-04· 1. 44E+03 1.46E+1213 
8 4.43E·-04 1. :38E+03 1. 48E-+·03 
9 5.64E-04 1. 33E-H2J:3 1. 40E+03 
10 7.13E-f2l4 1.29E+IZJ3 1. 21.E+1213 
H: 152. X : 0. V: 152. DL: 305. 
TDHZ AF<RAY • 1121 DATA POINTS • RAI"IF': 
WAIKOLOA RANCH 




I. ERROR STD ERR 
-14.292 









REQn 169. CF: 1.0000 
205.0 MICROSEC. DATA; 
Rt<IB LOB ERFmR: 4. £,3E -02 • ANT I LOG YIELDS 11.2523 I. 
LATE TIME F'A.RANETERS 
* BLACKHAWK GEOSCIENCES, INC. 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION I"IATRI X: 
"F" !'lEANS FIXEm F"ARAI1ETE:R 
p 1 0.41 
r= 2 0. 00 0. 00 
T 1 -121.16 0.00 0.14 






·-; ·- ·-i :- - ·- - - - - - - ·-· -: - - - - : -
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ll 
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OHM-M 92.2 M 
6'91.2. 




% ERROR: 4 . 77 
CALI BRA TlON: 1 
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R: 152. X: 0; Y: 152. DL: 305. REQ: 169. CF: 1.0000 
TDHZ ARRAY, 17 DATA POINTS, RAMP: 205.0 MICROSEC, DATA: 1W19N 
W}\IKOLOA 
1000 FT LOOP 
RMS LOG ERROR: 2.02E-02, ANTILOG YIELDS 4.7691 % 
LATE TIME PARAMETERS 
* BLACKHAWK GEOSCIENCES, INC. 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
"F" MEANS FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0.96 
p 2 -0.03 0.10 
p 3 0.02 -0.05 0.91 
T 1 -0.06 -0.12 0.02 0.92 
T 2 0.00 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.99 
P 1 P 2 P 3 T 1 T 2 
* 







� 4 _J 






H � (J) '1 
w -! 
rr I 












.l 2249. I 
i OHM-M 626 . M 
1 �.75 I 





I OHM�M l 
I ! I 
I 
I ' 
10 I +········· , , , �- I . . . .... 1 • . • • • • .• ,---. I I I IIIII I I I 1--r-tn:f % ERROR: 9. 75 
-4 
10 
CALIBHA TI ON: 1 
0.001 0.01 0.1 1 OFFSET: 152. M . RAMP: 205.0 














































































































R: 152. X: 0. Y: 152. DL: 305. REQ: 169. CF: 1.0000 
TDHZ ARRAY, 16 DATA POINTS, RAMP: 205.0 MICROSEC, DATA: 1W20NS 
WAIKOLOA 
1000 FT LOOP 
RMS LOG ERROR: 4.04E-02, ANTILOG YIELDS 9.7484 % 
LATE TIME PARAMETERS 
* BLACKHAWK GEOSCIENCES, INC. 
PARAMETER RESOLUT.ION MATRIX: 
"F" MEANS FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 0.25 
p 2 -0.20 
F � 0.00 




T 2 -0.11 -0.23 
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100 f, I I I I I I iII f i I I I I 11f1 I I I I I. l 1.1 I I i I i 1 1 1 1' 
-4 10 . 0.001 0.01 0.1 
% ERROR: 8 . 88 
CALIBRATION: 1 
1 OFFSET: 229 . M RAMP: 230.0 
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�-.:o+::is,:;:'. �-;: 
("�. 0 ·+ .] 0 ;:;.: .. "[.' 
GO·+J9(; ,. q 
Z 0 +] ':;l �-;�:-.. H 
;:::o.+ J £·t� .. (:� 
:)1\!(1 
:.:·o-:�r:3·c� 
:;::o--3:7:T ·· t 
S"O ·] !?9 "�; 
�:-:-o --:J s;·��-·· ·�.:· 
s:�o ·-J s:: ::� · ;:; 
".:·o·.3T6 .. r: 
��:0-3Hi" T 




. � -� s·8 .. E 




























































I l I. 905. 




I 152. OHM-M 
% ERROR: 4 . 85 
CALIBRATION: 1 










































1 . 09E+03 
9. 65Et02 







(M) (FEET )  
670.6 2200.0 
-124.8 -409.4 
CALC % ERROR 
1. 31E+03 -0.256 
1 .21E+03 3.133 
1 .1 1E+03 -1.957 
9.95E+02 -2.985 
s.7SE+02 -0.616 








R: 229. X: 0. Y: 229, bL: 457. REQ: 254. CF: 1.0000 
'l'DHZ ARRAY, 9 DATA POINTS, RAMP: 230,0 MICROSEC, DATA: 1W22NS 
WAIKOLOA 
1500 FT LOOP 
RMS LOG ERROR; 2.06E-02, ANTI�OG YIELDS 4,8504 % 




p 1 0.99 
p 2 -0.02 
T 1 0.01 
p 1 





P 2 T 1 
* 
- -- - - - - -1 -1 ·- - - - - - - -· 
·- - -
� .-- - ;··----, r---1 r--c--- -- L_____ L....____! L__j L__!___ -- -
10 
s � 1 w 2,3_1�·-s ----,-__ 
1 4 � g 10 � 
>-

































I I 1111..1 % ERROR: 11.7 
CALIBRATION: 1 




T J T d 
OO"T 00"0 00"0 T J. 
66 ·· 0 l c1 
�-J ::1 .1 .. �0 J.�.! �.1 0 t:J d (J ?I>< .T .J f:.; h! �) .3 J.·.J ,, .� , ; 
:: :(J}:.IJ:;:!;;I r-IDIJ!"l'"iO�:;:_-J)::I d]i]kii;;J;:JUr::i 
S�313WVdi;;!d JWil 3lVl 
SU131A 801I.LNV '30-3TG"� ·· ·c:mciti?J r:'JD .. i �,;L,!I:l 
cjUU! J:i OOOT 
lv'D I U\1 I 'H·li 
�:n\!�:':t:.!VI r "l,-;:J:,)o � :)�J�;�()�::j:.)I!Al 0 ,
. 
:�_;()(:'. ;� cJ!A!!\·n:l "f:>Li·�IOd l�)J.�)(j ·�:�r ,: }.J)CJ�P��� ZH(i_l_ 
()000 .. T :�.::!:-::1 '(/-:IT �fr::·n;-� "�70S� ·:···!(] ··�;:·;�·iT .:). ''() 
':>< ·:z:sr ·:H 
r . -.:;. r·o 
T_,i IDJ >:·,-.p_:f-i 
( :::: i _, .. :>i'-!')J.:l()C!i·-IC!::t 




L2:9 ,, :�:--� 
�:�· 0 E?. ,. ('j 
..-:.( .. 6 ,. ·; ·r. 
C;''TT':-· 
·:! . Clt'·· ?: ·r 
( .!.1 :i d J 
l0+'3'i;.-T. !? 
TO·i-.305� .. S 
T O·f-C:l 2�9 · -� 
TO+.J i?;;; .. ;:) 
<:30·+.:i('"-t0" T 




-�0+3C:.? � S 
�3C+::.:JST" /. 




l0+3c:,·::, .. t• 
TO)+:JT\'� .. ·:; 
l() -1-::: 9 ':'i .. 9 
TO+] !76 .. I. 
;::;oi:;!TO'T 
2.:-U+.::/6<:� .. T 
�:;o.+ :; 179 � T 
2: o + ·;; z; :;::. ·· z 
c�:o -1 :J C�( . · �:. 
?:0+Jf:9 ''i: 
?CH·Jt>·T .. S 
·�() 1--] 9·C::-. 9 
(';Q+J·�;j: "to 
�-:�0···.30T .. T 
£0-··?lF::�t:; 
�:·�·o---�:it..-9 ·· s� 
��·o-:;�?l ···t.· 
£0-.J<C;(;: .. �: 
�·o--��.::1ot:� .. z 
.-:::· () -.. :-71 0 ��;� ,. <:� 
<;�0-3 LL" T 
s--o---::n17 .. T 
s:--o-.:wr .. T 
�7() � .. J�:-� l ,. /� 
i.:--0 --�j ·J;· 9 ,. s:, 
;;:;:;,Jidi I. 

























·-· -· -· - - - - - - - · -



























II ----,--�---1 I 
D 
� 










% ERROR: 18.3 
CALIBRATION: 1 -4 
10 0. 001 0. 01 0. 1 1 OFFSET: 1.52 . M RAMP: 205.0 
INTERPEX: ARRTI TIME (SEC) 
T .L 
0:)0. T 
SOlJIA JOlilNV 'ZO-J?r l 
t ci 
oo ·· o oo ·c 
00'0 00 0 
r J. 
:: ::::r·I�:H::J "!CJ-·i 9·.!'�1 
dUCn .1. :.l OOC)l 
��:-:i··-l�·<::::.!V}T ·· td1�-�:o ·. �)]��:JH:·J JJ"I 0. (;;•JZ : �-1/.-.!t,:J�··:i ,; �:�; !.HJC)d U.Ll:::;�(! �;-T 
()()•)() ,. T ,; :.·! :) ' (><;iT :: l:'J.?,i ··:.i . �;,()"': :. -·1 (I . ?.:c. T :: .J,, 0 
(\ .. 0 
:� . ./ 9' t;· ... 
c_;· .... ":JO · n--·· 
(-?·.·;,. (,· 
..... j? 1:·· ., ... 
.:'.90"()"· 
�) �:. (7) <�:· -, 
t ., '3 .; ) 
ro +·:·; l/·O, l. 
T0-:-::1/ T '��. 
?:CH:)t',T 'f 
z; (� + -�� (�� �:.�i ,. 'f 
7 C)+ :.1 r:�-l " ·t�' 
?� 0 ; .. ::\ !� ... '! �; 
�::. () + 'J () ���� -· -�-) 
?.:>:l-1 :oi·,:: l · (: . 
-�:() ; .. J (_ ... : .;:< " ·r 
�:�� 0 + �-i ·:) (;! _, 'l 
6 ::lT-
�:; i··-! i ., �-_: .. :",-� · r 
l O+�:i;,�·:) · �:> 
?0+--J�.--r · r 
;::;o+.��!-'�:: · T 




Z·.:J ... :J(>T .. T 
s:·o �-·�::iT F:·! " H 
���·("). v �: :��· T /, 
�:.·. 0 .. J !?(�.1 •. ·:·;· 
�::� 0 --� .:�·.i ':? !? .. j; 
s�� (1 � :;J :�:i c:· " �:�� 
·;�� C.• .,., ::: l 0 E! " :?� 
;.:·:.' 0 ... �� ()0 � z 
s::·o--:�t.L .. r 
�;�� o-.:J ·l· 17 ·· ·r 
��0 ···· ?J 0 -�· ., T 
ko ..... ·J�;;n · n 



































·- ·- ·-· ·- - - - - - - - · ·- .. - :-· - - - -





































i 0 0 . 00 1 0 . 0 1 
% ERROR: 3. 48 
CALIBRATION: 1 
0 . 1 OFFSET: 229 . M RAMP: 235.0 












































11 8. 85E-04 
12 1.10E--03 













































































R: 229. X: 0. Y: 229. DL: 457. REQ: 254. CF: 1.0000 
TDHZ ARRAY, 19 DATA POINTS ; RAMP: 235,0 MICROSEC, DATA: 1W25N 
WAIKOLOA 
1500 FT LOOP 
RMS LOG ERROR: 1.49E-02, ANTILOG YIELDS 3.4840% 
LATE TIME PARAMETERS 
* BLACKHAWK GEOSCIENCES, INC. 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
"F" MEANS FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 1. 00 
p 2 0.00 








- · - · -- ·- - - - - - - - : - - - ·- - - �- -
___j '-- -- [� i i c=J c.:_ --
10
6










� l � 105 1 
I I l 
§ � 
! 28461. 
. OHM-M 506 . M 










% ERROR: 6 . 06 
CALIBRATION: 1 
10 10 0.001 
TIME (SEC) 














I u D I [J 





I II .I 
I 
1W26N 
MODEL: 3 LAYERS 
RESISTIVITY THICKNESS ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE (S) 
(OHM-,.M) ( M) (M) (FEET) LAYER TOTAL 
707.1 2320.0 
237.68 64.6 642.5 2108.1 0.3 0.3 
28460.66 506.3 136.2 446.9 0.0 0.3 
348.33 
TIMES DATA CALC % ERROR STD ERR 
1 8.90E-05 1.65E+03 1. 81E+03 -8.681 
2 1.10E,..04 1. 71E+03 1. 76E+03 -2.521 
3 1.40E-04 1.80E+03 1.76E+03 2 . 450 
4 1.77E-04 1.86E+03 1.79E+03 3.842 
5 2.20E-04 1.89E+03 1 . 76E+03 7.293 
6 2.80E-04 1.84E+03 1.77E+03 3.814 
7 3.55E-04 1. 77E+03 1.72�+03 2.900 
8 4.43E-04 1.64E+03 1. 57E+03 4.178 
9 5.64E-04 1.50E+03 1.52E+03 -0.879 
10 7.13E-04 1.32E+03 1.34E+03 -1. 764 
11 8.85E-04 1.18�+03 1..19�+03 -0.699 
12 1.10E-03 1.06E+03 1.08E+03 -1.838 
13 1.41E-03 9.70E+02 1.00E+03 ..,.3,153 
14. 1.78E-03 8.74E+02 8.62E+02 1. 397 
15 2.21:E;-03 8.49E+02 8.05E+02 5.487 
16 2.83E"'-03 7.62E+02 7.58E+02 0.615 
R: 229. X: 0. Y: 229. DL: 457. REQ: 254. CF: 1.0000 
TDHZ ARR.AY, 16 DATA POINTS, RAMP; 235.0 MTCR.OSF.C, DATA: 1W26N 
WAIKOLOA 
1500 FT LOOP 
RMS LOG ERROR: 2.56E-02, ANTILOG YIELDS 6.0648 % 




p 1 1. 00 
p 2 -0.01 
p 3 o.oo 
T 1 0.00 
T � 0.00 
p 1 


















- - - - - - - ! ·- - - - - - - - - · ·- - -



































10 o.oo1 o.o1 o� 1 
% ERROR: 5. 72 
CAL I BRAT I 0 N: 1 
1 OFFSET: 152. M 
RAMP: 205. 0 














I L r] 

























626.43 :360. 4 
2 . 80 
TII"IES DATA 
:::;. 55E-04 l.. 2'7E+03 
4. -4:3E-04 1. 02E+0.3 
5.64E-04 7.60E+02 
7.1.3E-IZJ4 5.78E+02 
fJ. 85E-Ill4 4.30E+02 
1. i0E··-Ill3 ·3. 3.5E+02 
1. 4-lE-0�$ 2.55E+02 
1.77E---03 1.88E+02 
2.20E-IZJ3 1.51E+02 
2.SG:'IE-03 1. 21.E+02 
:3. 55E-IZJ:.:> 9.14E+01 
4.43E-03 '7. 36E+01 
5. 6L�E- 0:3 5.'?19E+1211 
7 . 13E"""03 4.91E+01 
S.Sl.E-03 4.01E+01 
1 .. 1f2!E,-02 S. :3:;;�E+IlJJ. 













2 . 617JE+02 
2.00E+02 















0.76 1  
-2.977 
-3.184 
-1 . •  854 
-5.659 
-4.209 












R: 152. X; 0. Y; 152. DL; 305. REQ1 169. CF1 1.�000 
TDHZ ARF:AY, 17 DATA POINTS, RAI'1P: 205.0 I"'ICROSEC, DATAa 1W27NS 
1.-JAII<DLOA 
11Zllll0 F:·-r LOOP 
RMS LQl'3 ERROR: 2. 42E -02, ANT I LOG YIELDS 
LATE TIME PARAME"l"ERS 
* BLACI<H{�WK GEOSC IE:NCES, INC. 
f""Ar.:;:AJ'o1ETEF� F'i:ESOL.UTION 1'1ATRI X� 
II F II I"IEANS FIXED F'ARAI"'IETER 
p 1 1. 0f.1 
F :? !Zt. 00 0 • 00 
t 1 0.00 0.00 1.00 




. -· · ·  
c_:__ � CJ C___ ---
1 W28l� 
5 -=lr---- -10 � 
� 
� �. 




H � (f) j w -, 
a: -j 









.l --rl r-rTTTlf"-11-a TTTTry---, I I I I II II I -,·-TT' 
-4 










% ERROR: 4 . 37 
CALIBRATION: 1 
/ 



































1 1  
1'"' ..:. 










438 .. 58 
2.80 
TIIVIES 
















1 .  10E-·02 














1 . 1 3E+IZJ2 
8. 87E+0 1  







1 . 95E+0 1 
1 .. 7121E+01 






-54.0 ·-1Tl. 2 
CALC % ERROR 
9.49E+IZI2 4.585 
7.4 1 E+02 IZJ .• 757 
5 .. 79E+02 -2.094 
4 . 33E+02 -2.97 1 
3�30E+02 -3.288 
2.5SE+02 -6.05'7' 
2.02E+02 ....,6.53 9 
1. 53E:+02 -5. 1 67 
1. 18E+02 -4. 37:::.� 
9. 43E+0 1 -5 .. 922 
7 . 34E+0 1  -3. 1 38 
5.8f7.lE+f7.l 1 -4.525 
4.68E+01 ·-3. 1 25 
3. '75E+Ill1 -1.466 
3. 05E +01 0.730 
2.55E+01 3.771 
2. 1 5E +0 1 4.444 
1. 78E·H2.1  10.099 
1.51E:+1211 13.002 
1 .  3 1 E+0 1 1 7.779 





R: 152. X: 0. Y: 1 52. DL: 305. REQ: 1 69. CF: 1.0000 
TbHZ ARRAY, 
WAIKOLOA 
1000 FT LOOP 
21 DATA POINTS, RAMF': 200 .. 0 MICROSEC, DATAl 1W28NS 
RI"'S LOG ERROR: 5. 1 5E-02 oi ANTILOG YIELDS 
L.ATE TlME PARAMETERS 
* BLACKHAWK. GEOSCIENCES, INC. 
PAF<Ai"IETER RESOLUTION i"IATR I X: 
"F" MEANS FIXED PARAMETER 
p 1 1 .1210 
F 2 0.00 0.17.10 
T 1 f2!.12ll2l 0.1210 1 .00 






















0::: � 1-z 









I I I 
" 
-4 
10 0.001 0. 01 
TIME (SEC) 
MODEL� 
I l 322. 
OHM-M 176. M 
I 2.80 OHM-M 
I 
I 
% ER:ROR: 12. 6 
CALIBRATION: 1 

















































<rJHM-M > ( M > 




1. 10E-f2l4 8. 51E+02 
1.40E-1214 6 . 84E+02 
1 . 77E-04 5.22E +02 
2.20E-1214 4 . 03E+02 
2.80E-04 3. 02E·HZl2 
3.55E-04 2.30E+02 
4. 47$E-04 1 .80E+02 
5.64E-04 1.37E+02 
7.13E-04 1 . 08E+02 
8.85E-04 B.39E+IZJ1 
1 .  iiZIE-·03 6.76E+I2l1 
1. -'HE-03 5.38E+01 
1 . 78E-03 4. 37E+0 1 
2. :2:lE-03 3. 67E+·IZJ1 
2, 8:SE.-Ill3 3.1l14C:+01 
3. 55E-0�� 2. 4 1E+0 1 
4.43E-03 2. 07E+f2l:l 
5. b4·E-'-til3 1.77E:+IZl1 
7. 1 �3E-03 1. 5iE+01 
}.1. 81E-·IZJ:;.\ 1.36E+01 
1. 1 0E ·-02 1.19E+01 
1. 41E·-02 1. 06E+Ii.H 
i. 80E-02 9.72E+00 
2.22E...,.02 9.00E+00 
2. 85E-·02 8.42E+00 
3. 6f2lE'-"02 7.68E+00 






CALC % ERROR 
9. 42E+02 0. 3 1 6 
8 . 26E+02 3.053 
6 . 75E+Ill2 1.363 
5 . 29E+02 -1.336 
4.18E+02 "':'3.519 
3.l9E+02 �5.472 
2 . 42E+f7J2 -5.092 
1. B9E+02 -4.747 
1 .45E+02 -5.269 
1. 12E+f2l2 -·4. 046 
8 . 94E+0 1 ·-6. 090 
7.19E+01 -6.052 
5 . 62E+01 ·-4. 186 
4.49E+01 -2.,550 
3 . 69E+01 -121. 479 
2.9/E+!Ol 2.259 
2.47E+01 ·-2. 297 
2.07E+01 -0.124 
1. 74E+I2H 2.005 
1 .48E+ f2l1 2.464 
1.29E+fll1 5 . 739 
1. 13E+01 4.892 
9 . 82E+1210 8.286 









R: '76. X: 0. Y: 76. DL: 152. REQ: 84.. CF: l . •  1Zl!ZJI2l0 
TDHZ ARRAY, 28 DATA POINTS, RAMP: 105.0 l'liCROSEC, DATA: 1W29N 
WAII-<OLOA 
500 FT LOOP 
RMB LOG ERROR: 5.16E-02, ANTILOG YIELDS 
LATE T I !"'E PARAtviETERS 
* BLA_Gf<HAWI< GEO�CIENCES, INC. 
PARAMEt�R RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
"F" I"'EANS FIXED PAI-�AMETEF� 
p l. 1 .  0(2) 
12.6047 '1. 
* 
:------ ------ - -�
-- --!-

































OHM-M 422. M 
-+ 14. 7 




% ERROR: 3. 23 
CALIBRATION: 1 



























MODEL: 3 LAYERS 
RESISTIVITY THICKNESS ELEVATION 
<OHM-M> <M> (M> <FEET> 
371.9 1220.0 








5 7. 1 3E-04 
6 8.81E-04 
7 1.10E-17.13 
8 1 "4.1 E:-03 
9 1. SfZlE .. -03 
10 2. 22E-·03 
l.1 2.85E-03 




176.3 -226.2 -742.0 
DATA CALC % ER.ROR 
1.. 42E+f7J:::.t 1.45E+03 -2. 1(2)4 
1. 24E+0:::.� 1. 21E+03 2.749 
1. 0.1E+lll3 9.92E+02 2. 0.!,3 
7.71E+1?12 7.78E+02 -0.976 
6. J.0E1-IZI2 6.15E+!ll2 -!.9.945 
4.92E+02 5 •. 05E+02 -2.444 
4.10E+02 4.14E+!Z12 -1. 152 
3.411;;+02 3.351::+02 1 • 620 
2.85E+02 2.81E+!ZI2 1.549 
2.48E+02 2.41E+02 2.850 
2.00E+02 2.12l1E+02 -0.342 
1.67E+02 1.71E+02 �2n239 
1.39E+02 1.44E+02 -3.456 
1.17E+02 1.18E+02 -0.406 
1. !llfZlE.f-02 9.6'7E+01 3.459 
CONDUCTANCE <·8) 
LAYER TOTAL 
17J. 6 0.·6 
12.0 12.6 
STD ERR 
R: 152. X: 0. Y� 15:2. DL: 312'.15. REG!: 169. CF: :L.I2ll2l00 
TDHZ ARRAY, 15 DinA POINTS, RAMP: 210.0 tHCROSEC, DATA: 1W30W 
SOUNPING 3121 
RI"'S LOG ERROR: 1 • 38E:-02, ANT I L[]G Y I F.LDS 
LATE TIME PARAME:TE:RS 
* BLACKHAWK GEOSCIENCES, INC. 
F'AI�AI"'ETER RESOLLJT I ClN MATR I X : 






MEANS FIXED PARAMETER 
121 .. 95 
-0.04 0.94 
121.00 !21.00 17.1.!21171 
0.01 0.01 0.00 l . •  00 
·-0. 01 .,.. 0. 12):::.� 12).00 0.00 








- - -· 1- - - - - -· -· - ·- - - - - -i :- -
-� ,_--__ --- :---- r- c=J c_ ----
� 
6 1 W31 N. MODEL� 
10 I 2709. 
OHM-M 659. M 
,......_ 
:::E 
I 5 ::E 
a. 10 
""" . . 2.80 
>- i I OHM-M ._ 
.__. 
> 
.__. 4 ._ 
(f) 10 .__. 
(f) 
w 
0::: J c 
._ 
z 





100. % ERROR: 15. 0 
-4 CALI BRAT I ON: 1 
10 0 .. 001 0 .. 01 0. 1 1 OFFSET: 152. M RAMP: 170.0 














I u -- D 
I D 











2 1. 1"--E-03 
3 1. 41E-0:;) 
4 1.80E-03 
5 2.22E-03 
6 2. 05C-··0:3 
7 3.60E-03 
8 4.49E-03 
9 5. 70E·-03 

















- 1 71 . 6 -563.0 
CALC 'Y.. ERROR 
1.88E+03 13. 21 6 
1 .43E+03 9.074 
1.04E+IZJ3 0.192 
7. '79E+I2l2 -7.023 
5.99E+02 -10.370 
4.46E+IZl2 -1G!). 3fi:K.I 
3.38E+IZl2 -6 . 365 
2.61E+04 -2.614 
1. 99E+IZl2 3.342 




... . ... 
STD ERR 
(2).2 
R� 152. X: 0. Y: 152. DL: 305. REQ: 169. CF: 1.0000 
TDHZ ARRAY, 
SOUNDING 31 
10 DATA POINTS, RAMP: 170.0 I''IICROSEC, DATA: 1W3 1 N  
RI'1S LOB ERf"<OR: 6. 0SE-02 , AI\ITI LOf3 Y I ELD5 
LATE TIME PARAMETERS 
* BLACI<HAWI< GEOSCIENCES , INC. 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
"F" MEANS FIXED PARAI"'ETER 
p 1. fZ). 12 
F 2 IZJ.IZliZJ IZJ.flliZJ 
T 1 0.01 0.00 . 1.00 
P 1 F 2 T 1 
15. 028'7 I. 
* 
- - -· - - ·- - - - - - - ·- -: ·-' - - - -














I I --� I 
� 
906. 
OHM-M 711. M 
I :k 5 























100+ i. • - r 1 1 1 111.11 1 1 1 1  11111 1 1 1 11 rill 1 1 1 1 11nj % ERROR: 1.'82 
-4 CALIBRATION: 1 
10 0. 001 0. 01 0. 1 1 OFFSET: 152. M RAMP: 210.0 



















































































R: 152. X: O. Y: 152. DL: 305. REQ: 169. CF: 1.0000 
TDHZ ARRAY, 11 DATA POINTS, RAMP: 210.0 MICROSEC, DATA: 1W32N 
SOUNDING 32 





p 1 1. 00 
p 2 o.oo 
T 1 0.00 
p 1 




0. 00 1. 00 
P 2 T 1 




































































































% ERROR: 15.5 
CALIBRATION: 1 
1 OFFSET: 152. M 
RAMP: 160.0 
INTERPEX: ARRTI 
� I I I. 
I  I I




�I II � 
�I II � 
�I II � 
�I 
II � 
�I Is � . 
�I II � 
1W:"!'3NA 
I''IODEL: :2 LAVERS 
RESISTIVITY THIC�<NESE.\ ELEVATION CONDUCTANCE (8) 




.1 4· • 43E --1.214 
.. , ..,;. 5.64E-04 
3 7. l3E·*04 
4 8. 85E-ill4 
5 l." 101£-03 
6 l.. 41ZlE-12'J:5 
7 l.77E-03 
8 2.21ZlE-03 













- 1 23 . 4 -404.8 
CALC /. ERRor� 
2.17E+03 6.781Zl 
1. 56E+03 18.492 
1. 13E+IlJ::::; 8.8"79 
8.4:ZE+02 -0.498 
6.30E+02 --:ll'. 888 
4.56E+02 -10.439 
3.34E+02 -9. 129 
2.49E+02 -5.136 
1. 80E+02 5.368 
0.0 
STD ERR 
R: 152. X: !ZJ. Y• 1::<2. DL� 305. REQc 169. CF: 1.0000 
0.0 
rDHZ ARRAY� 9 DATA POINTS. RAMP: l.6Ql.0 lvl CROSEC. DATAa 1W33NA 
WAIKOLOA 
1000 FOOT LOOP 
RM8 LOG ERROR: 6. 26E -02, ANTI LOG YIELDS 15. 514 7 ";>� 




p 1 0.00 
F 2 0.12:t0 
T 1. Ill. 00 
p 1 
BLACKHAW�� GEOSC I EI\ICES. INC. 




F 2 T 1 
* 
- �-� -; -· :- - - - - - -: -! - ·- :- -
- - -
'- - =� ·  C]C__ _ 
1W34NA M'O�D;E.L: 





























10 I I I I I IIIII I I I I IIIII I I I I lllloj I I I II 1111 % ERROR: 28 .. 5 
CALIBRATION: 1 
1 OFFSET: 152. M 
-4 





















I --I . I I 
I 






1 4. 43E··-04 
2 5. 64E-0.4 
3 7.13E-04 
4 8. 85E-·04 
5 ;!.. l!Zlt;::-03 
6 1.40E-03 
7 1. 77E·..-03 
9 2.2t?JE:-03 
9 2 .. 80E-03 



































1 . •  42E+Ill2 
1. 04E+02 
5.93E+01 




















R: 1�j2, x: 0. Y: i52. DL: 305. 
13 DATA POINTS • RAI"IF': 
REQ: 169. CF: 1.0000 
TDHZ ARRAY, 
WAIKOLOA 
:t60. 0 MIC::ROSEC, DATA: 1W34NA 
1. 000 FOCJ"f LOOP 
Ri'1S LOI3 ERROR� 1 • 09E -01. • ANT I L.OC� YIELDS 
LATE Tl:lviE PARAI"'ETERS 
* BLACKHAWK GEOSCIENCES. INC. 
PARANETEI� F�ESOLUT I ON MATRIX n 
II F.. MEANS FIXED F'?�RAMETER 
F' 1 0 .. 34 
F' 2 0.12!0 17.•.00 
T 1 -((.1. l . .4 (l). ((.1(2) 0.95 
F' 1 F ,.., ..:. 1' 1 
28.5474 'Y. 
* 





c=-- == l • r= - -
•' 
1W35NRC :M.O.DEL� 5 































10 0. DO 1 0. 0 1 0 .. 1 
% ERROR: B. 18 
CAL I BRA "t I ON: 1 
1 OFFSET: 152. M 
RAMP: 170.0 
























fYIODEL: 2 !_AYERS 
RESI�llVliY THICKNESS 
< OHM-1'1) <1''1> 
1:Z038 .. 1Zl8 
2.80 
TIM�S 
1 4 . 43E�!7.14 
2 5.64E-04 
� '7.13E-04 
4 8. 85E-·1Zl4 
5 :1. • l!ZlE-·03 
6 :l.41E·-03 
7 l ... 77E-·03 
B 2.20E-03 
9 2.81ZJE-03 
liZ! 75. 55E-03 
11 ..:�.43E-!Zl3 
1.2 5.�4E-!Zl3 
1.3 7. :1.3E-03 
14 e. B:LE-·03 
15 1. HlE·-,.02 
16 1.41E-··1Zl2 
437 .. 7 
Df'.:fTA 
:l. 74E+IZl3 
1 .  42E+0::� 


















-'-59.8 -196 .. 1 
CALC % E.F<F<OF� 
1 • 7�!>E+l213 0.-<H9 
1. 27E+Ill3 f2.312J7 




:;.�. !l.I4E+02 -·7. 007 
2. :::.�5E+02 --7.494 
1 . 76E+!Zl2 "'-5,. 592 
1. :;.\4E+fll2 -3.436 
1.1l14E+02 --3.541 
7.94E+01 1. 275 
6 .. l.3E+IZl1 1.969 
4. 85E ··I-fll1 0 .• 625 
3. 82E·+-1Zl1 0 . 542 
2. 93E:+0j, -0.518 
CONDUCTANCE <S> 
LAYEJ::;: TrJTP,L 
fll.IZl .Ill. 0 
STD ERR 
F<: 152. X : 0. Y : 1�52. DL.:; 3.0�$ .. REG!: 16'-J. CF: 1. • 12Hli!Zl0 
TDHZ. ARRAY. ib DATr'l POINTS, RAI'<IP: 17fi.l.IZJ I"'ICR.nRFC. DATAa :lW35NRC 
WA I KALOA Rt�J·.JCH 
1000 FOOT LOOP RECALC 
RI"IS LOG ERFmR � 3. 41 E -02" ANTI LOG YIELDS 8.1761 '% 
LATE TII"IE PARAI"'ETERS 
* BLACKH?-)WK GEO.SC I i::NGES • II�C. 'IE' 
PARAMETER RESOLUTION MATRIX: 
II F II 1'1E:ANG FIXED Pl'.Rt'.JviE':''ri::R 
p j, 12).17.10 
F 2 k�.l2)(2) 0.00 
T 1 (2). (l)(l) f2l.!Zlfll 0.98 
p 1 F 2 T 1 
